Weatherization assistance

Overview

Weatherization assistance programs provide low-income families with home modifications that increase energy efficiency, reduce energy costs, and ensure that their homes remain habitable throughout the year.

Many cities, towns and counties use resources provided through the federal Weatherization Assistance Program to fund their weatherization programs, although state and local funds may also be used. The program covers the cost of an energy audit to review current performance and a series of approved measures that may include attic insulation, sealing of windows and doors, and modifying heating and cooling systems. These improvements are carried out by local providers, generally counties, local government agencies, and non-profit organizations, which usually operate under the supervision of the state.
The federal Weatherization Assistance Program

The federal Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) provides funding to increase energy efficiency in dwellings in which low-income persons reside with the ultimate goal of reducing energy expenditures. While this program was created by federal law and its funding is awarded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), its implementation is carried out by the states—known as “grantees”—in conjunction with local providers such as local governments and non-profit organizations—known as “subgrantees.” The state grantees enter into contracts with these local providers to perform weatherization services.

The process whereby a dwelling is weatherized starts with an application submitted to the local provider. If the provider determines that the applicant meets the eligibility requirements, the next step will be to conduct an energy audit to identify the improvements from which the unit could benefit. The provider will then implement these improvements directly or through approved contractors. After the dwelling is weatherized, an inspection will generally follow. The types of improvements that this process entails include not only increasing insulation, but also making changes in the electrical, heating, and cooling systems, among others.

Eligibility

Federal and state statutes and regulations contain detailed eligibility requirements. Therefore, the ability of local providers to have their specific eligibility policies is very limited. Under the regulations issued by DOE, those who benefit from the WAP must meet the definition of “low-income.” The state determines who qualifies as having “low-income” based on different criteria listed in the federal regulations (e.g., income at or below 200 percent of the poverty level, income level that is the basis on which certain cash assistance payments have been paid in the state). DOE regulations also specify that states must give priority to elderly persons, persons with disabilities, families with children, high residential energy users, and households with a high energy burden. Program funds may be used to weatherize the homes of both homeowners and renters. With respect to rental properties, however, states must ensure that the benefits of the program accrue primarily to the low-income tenants that reside in the property.

Funding

Funds for the federal WAP are currently granted by DOE. However, both states and local jurisdictions may supplement this assistance with other sources of funds. For example, California employs a variety of funding sources for its energy efficiency and
weatherization programs. For more details on California’s energy efficiency services, click here. In New York State, while the WAP is administered by New York State Homes and Community Renewal, a different agency, the New York State Research and Development Authority, provides additional economic resources for energy efficiency assessments and improvements in residential buildings. Click here for more information on these programs, which fall under the umbrella of Green Jobs – Green New York. An additional role that local providers can play in this context is to assist citizens in finding these other types of sources of funding for weatherization measures that may not be covered by the WAP.

**Variations in how local providers may perform weatherization services**

Even though federal and state restrictions limit the ability of local providers to decide how to implement weatherization assistance programs, these local actors still have some leeway on how they perform their services. First, different providers can have different types of staffing models. A provider that weatherizes a high number of units per year may be able to have an in-house crew, whereas one that only serves a reduced number of dwellings may find it preferable to use contractors. Second, local providers can have a different set of measures that they typically install depending on the climate of the area where the provider renders it services—e.g., ceiling insulation, in cold areas vs. rooftop solar, in warmer climates. Third, while conducting adequate outreach activities is often required by the state, the local provider can usually decide how to best tailor them to the area it serves. For example, in some cities, towns, and counties it may be advisable to have information brochures and application documents in languages other than English. For more information about the different ways in which local providers may perform their services, see *Weatherization Works – Summary of Findings* (p. 52 – 58).

**Other considerations**

- **WAP funding for 2018.** Currently, the availability of funds for the WAP is based on the Continuing Resolution for Fiscal Year 2018. Therefore, the amounts—if any—that DOE will ultimately be able to assign to states and other grantees will be determined based on the approved budget for year 2018. For more information on WAP funding for 2018, see *Weatherization Program Notice 18-1* (p. 1).

- **Re-weatherization.** The general rule is that dwellings weatherized after September 30, 1994 cannot receive additional weatherization services funded through the WAP. Some exceptions include homes damaged by natural disasters. While states may authorize the use of WAP funds to weatherize dwellings that were weatherized before or on September 30, 1994, certain states give discretion to the local provider
to decide if these types of units should be weatherized. A decision to do so may then be subject to final approval by the state or DOE. For an example of a state delegating to local providers the decision on whether to improve previously weatherized dwellings, see New York State Weatherization Assistance Program (p. 168).

Examples

- **Seattle’s HomeWise Weatherization Program** provides a variety of energy improvements to qualified homes, such as insulation, air sealing, new energy-efficient refrigerators, and furnace repair or replacement. This program is available to both homeowners and renters, at no cost, as long as they meet certain income requirements. The program is supported by federal, state, and local utility funding. The basic information about the program can be accessed here.

- **New York State Weatherization Assistance Program**, provides weatherization services to renters, homeowners, and real property owners located in New York State through a network of local providers. The program is funded by DOE and the US Department of Health and Human Services, and it is administered by New York State Homes and Community Renewal’s (HCR). HCR’s Office of Housing Preservation published a very comprehensive manual that outlines the policy and procedures for the administration of the WAP in New York State. The manual can be accessed here.

Related resources

**Evaluation of the WAP**


- **Do Energy Efficiency Investments Deliver? Evidence from the Weatherization Assistance Program**, NBER (2015) – Analyzes the energy savings derived from the implementation of weatherization improvements under the WAP and compares them with existing projections.
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